
Achieving Faster 
Study Timelines
Explore PharPoint Research’s standard 
clinical trial timelines across our services
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Efficient Database Builds
Get your database up and running over one 
month faster than industry average
According to 2019 research from the Tufts Center for the Study of 
Drug Development, the industry average for database builds is 
approximately 73 days*. At PharPoint, our standard timelines 
includes a database built and released in 31 days.

PharPoint has partnered with EDC solution providers Medidata 
and Medrio since 2010.  Years system experience coupled with 
accreditations, and continuous training allows our team to execute 
highly efficient study builds  resulting in cost savings for our 
clients.
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*Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development, Impact Report, Volume 21, #22, “Drug Development Outsourcing Outpaces Internal Spending,”  March/April 2019. 
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Rapidly Activate Sites & Meet Your 
Enrollment Goals on Time
With experience and data-driven site feasibility, faster site activation, 
and better on-going monitoring and management.

Enrollment timelines are dependent on a variety of factors, including your target patient population, 
study indication, strategy and budget. PharPoint recognizes that one of the best ways to control study 
duration is to keep enrollment on-track through a variety of tools and processes. This includes:

Predicting Site 
Performance
A combination of experience 
and historical clinical trial 
data allows our team to 
guide you toward high 
performing sites and set 
realistic expectations for 
enrollment.

Activating Sites Quickly 
and Effectively
We give sites as much time 
as possible to enroll with an 
expedited activation 
process. PharPoint works 
quickly and diligently to 
move sites through the 
activation process.

Providing the Right Site 
Support
We disseminate information 
across sites to encourage 
best practices and share 
lessons learned. Need extra 
support? Our enrollment 
toolkit is always ready to be 
deployed.
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Timely, Ongoing Monitoring & Data Cleaning 
Early and ongoing engagement ensures your study’s safety and data 
quality are top priorities

If a fast-recruiting study isn’t paired with ongoing monitoring and data cleaning, your studies overall 
safety, quality and timelines are at risk. PharPoint’s collaborative approach to monitoring and data 
management is flexible and timely.

First Interim Monitoring Visit (IMV) typically 
conducted within 10 days of first subject, first visit

Monitoring visits conducted to maintain data 
currency at <2 days of on-site monitoring effort 

Ongoing data cleaning and cross-functional 
collaboration resulting in early identification of 
data issues and prompt query resolution

Last IMV occurs soon after last subject, last visit 
leading to an expedited database lock and final 
analysis
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Get Study Results Faster
A timeline from LPLV/SDV to the delivery of draft TLFs that saves 
Sponsors 29 business days

LPLV/SDV TO DATABASE LOCK

LPLV/SDV TO TOP LINE RESULTS

LPLV/SDV TO DRAFT TLFS

INDUSTRY STANDARD

36 DAYS

39 DAYS

44 DAYS

10 DAYS

12 DAYS

15 DAYS

“…High priority pivotal studies locked and delivered faster than any other 
CRO I have worked with in my experience. Not only was the study delivered 

within budget and early, it was a quality deliverable.”
FORMER VP CLINICAL OPERATIONS (BIOTECH CLIENT)

AND REPEAT PHARPOINT CLIENT



Clinical Study Report (CSR) 
Delivery 
High quality CSR delivered 40 days after the 
receipt of top line results
CSR timelines can be highly variable, depending on your medical 
writing team and processes. In one publication that collected 
average time from receipt of final TLFs to first CSR draft for a 
deliverable of moderate complexity, reported averages ranged 
between 5 and 45 days (mean of 16.9 business days)†. 

PharPoint's 40 day CSR timeline from final TLFs to CSR ready for 
sign off/publication assumes drafts are reviewed by clients within 
five business days. This may include roundtable meetings, if 
needed.
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† Hamilton S. Effective authoring of clinical study reports: A companion guide. Medical Writing. 2014;23(2):86-92. doi:https://doi.org/10.1179/2047480614z.000000000211
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PharPoint Research is a contract research organization that helps 
innovative biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies meet 
their clinical trial goals. For more information about our capabilities 
and study timelines as it relates to your upcoming study, reach out 
to our team.




